Special Interest Group Sessions

SIG-Academic Audit Research in Teacher Education
29.080-1: Assessing Student Teaching, One Year Later: Updates From Two Innovative Projects.
47.014: Academic Audit Research in Teacher Education SIG Business Meeting: Some Surprising Findings About U.S. Teacher Education From 10 Years of Academic Audits.
59.046: Transforming a Faculty Into a Learning Community.

SIG-Action Research
29.047: Improving Teacher Practice Through Action Research.
44.051: Conducting Action Research Across Diverse Contexts.
47.015: Action Research SIG Business Meeting.
51.073-4: Improving Professional Practice Through Action Research.
59.047: Action Research and University-Public School Partnerships.

SIG-Adolescence and Youth Development
20.050-5: Families and Youth: The Well-Being of Adolescents and Youth.
31.081-2: Adolescents’ Perspectives: Contributions to Academic Success.
45.046: Capitalizing on the Expertise of Youth in Educational Research.
47.016: Adolescence and Youth Development SIG Business Meeting.
54.074-20: Your Relationship With Adolescents Matters.
59.075-2: Exploration of Adolescents’ Achievement.

SIG-Adult Literacy and Adult Education
28.042: Building Bridges to Postsecondary Education for Low-Skill Adults: Findings From Recent Research on Promising Practices.
33.077-2: Examining Adults’ Self-Directed Learning.
37.018: Adult Literacy and Adult Education SIG Business Meeting.
43.048: Implications of Context for Adult Learning.
54.075-5: Empowering Adult Learners, Educators, and Community Members.
57.075-2: Adult Education and Development.
66.040-6: Factors Influencing Adults’ Educational Practices and Participation.

SIG-Adulthood and Aging
37.019: Adulthood and Aging SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Advanced Studies of National Databases
27.082-3: Examining Student Motivation Using a National Database.
45.047: National Data-Set Analyses Examining Teacher Effects and Aspects of Early Childhood Programs.
60.012: Advanced Studies of National Databases (ASOND) SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Advanced Technologies for Learning
28.043: Advanced Technologies for Learning and Assessment.
37.020: Advanced Technologies for Learning and Learning Sciences SIG Business Meeting.
43.083-8: Research on the Design and Effectiveness of Learning Technologies, Games, and Virtual Worlds.
59.048: Knowledge Transformation, Design, and Technology.

SIG-Applied Research in Virtual Environments for Learning
27.045: Moving Forward by Looking Back: Lessons Learned About the Design of Immersive Virtual Worlds.
28.078-17: The Intersect of Virtual and Real-World Learning.
31.081-1: ARVEL Posters on Virtual Environments.
44.052: Redesigning Leadership Preparation and Research Through Virtual Experiential Simulations: A Symposium.
51.036: Transformative Play: Games as 21st-Century Curriculum.
53.080-1: Developing Community and Collaboration in Virtual Worlds.
63.039-20: Teaching and Learning in Virtual Environments.
66.040-7: Learner Attitudes and Identities in Virtual Worlds and Game Environments.

SIG-Arts and Inquiry in the Visual and Performing Arts in Education
27.046: Arts and Inquiry in Education.
60.014: Arts and Inquiry in the Visual and Performing Arts in Education SIG Business Meeting: Feast of Friends.

SIG-Arts and Learning
20.050-10: Impact of Arts Integration on Content-Area Learning.
29.048: Arts, Learning, and Community: Developing Practices and Discovering Identities.
31.078-11: Mediating the Creative Experience: New Literacies, Methods, and Assessments.
33.046: Artful and Creative Processes as Modes for Teaching and Learning.
45.048: Arts as Innovation for Reforming Practice.
47.017: Arts and Learning SIG Business Meeting: Invited Speaker, Michele Root-Bernstein.
53.079-1: Arts and Learning: Activism, Transitions, and Integrations.

SIG-Arts-Based Educational Research
16.048-5: Poetic Trajectories in Research.
20.033: Critical Thinking Through Arts-Based Educational Research.
31.081-4: Curriculum as the Global Context of My Life: An Arts-Based Inquiry.
42.042: Reexamining the Complex Aesthetic Ecologies of Arts-Based Educational Research for a Changing World.
45.049: Decolonizing Arts-Based Education Research With Indigenous Populations.

SIG-Associates for Research on Private Education
28.044: Examining K-16 Private Education.
57.073-1: A Closer Look at Private Education.

SIG-Bilingual Education Research
22.013: Bilingual Education Research SIG Business Meeting.
29.081-4: Culture, Identity, and the Ethics of Caring: Constructing Communities and Identities.
42.079-2: Exploring L2 Reading Practices in the Classroom: What Happens in Monolingual and Bilingual Settings?
43.084-2: ELL Teacher Preparation for the 21st Century: Knowledge, Skills, and Dispositions.
44.053: Tracing the Academic Achievement of ELLs Over Time: Current Perspectives on Assessment and Accountability.
44.079-7: Language Policy in Education: What Makes for Language Decision Making?
45.079-7: Preparing High-Quality Bilingual Teachers.
51.071-9: Trends in Two-Way Immersion Education.
54.055: New Directions in Heritage and Indigenous Language Education.

SIG-Biographical and Documentary Research
27.047: Doing Biographical Research.
43.050: Public Pedagogy: Education and Learning Beyond Schooling.
53.051: Complicated Ecologies: Life Writing as Métissage.
60.015: Biographical and Documentary Research SIG Business Meeting: Discerning the Dance of Documentary: Complicating Methodology and Interpretations in “Heart of Stone”.
66.016: Grace Lee Boggs, Vincent Harding, and Ella Baker: Remembering and Learning From the Curriculum of Civil Rights.
66.040-8: Methodological Dimensions of Biographical and Documentary Research.

SIG-Business Education & Computer Information Systems Research
27.048: Characteristics in Practice of Business Education and Computer Information Systems Research.

SIG-Career Development
22.015: Career Development SIG Business Meeting: Conducting Longitudinal Research.
33.048: Career Development Research in Context.

SIG-Career and Technical Education
37.021: Career and Technical Education SIG Business Meeting.
43.051: Employability, Career Development, and Competencies.
44.054: Teaching and Learning Strategies, Programs, and Practices.
51.072-2: CTE Learning and Outcomes.

SIG-Caribbean and African Studies in Education
43.082-2: Caribbean and African Studies in Education Roundtable Session II.
44.079-1: Caribbean and African Studies in Education Roundtable Session III.
57.039: Understanding Complex Ecologies: Indigenizing Caribbean and African Education.
60.017: Caribbean and African Studies in Education SIG Business Meeting.

**SIG-Catholic Education**
54.056: Catholic Schools and the Immigrant Church: A Focus on Latinos.
60.018: Catholic Education SIG Inaugural Business Meeting.
63.029: Issues in Catholic Education.

**SIG-Chaos & Complexity Theories**
28.076-9: Frameworks for Learning and Bodily Knowing.
31.078-16: Social, Cultural, Systemic Influences in Thought.
43.081-4: Complexity in Classrooms.
44.055: (Re)Imagining Teacher Preparation for Conjoint Democratic Inquiry in Complex Classroom Ecologies.
47.019: Chaos and Complexity Theories SIG Business Meeting.
51.070-4: Change, Self-Organization, and Ambiguity.

**SIG-Charter School Research and Evaluation**
51.072-1: An Engaged Discussion of Charter Schools.

**SIG-Classroom Assessment**
19.058-7: Using Assessment Results in the Classroom.
27.049: Formative Assessment: What Are Teachers and Students Thinking?
28.047: International Perspectives on Assessment and Assessment Research.
33.078-15: Supporting Teacher Proficiency in Formative Assessment and Grading.
43.083-10: Teacher Practices in Assessment.
53.053: Formative Assessment and Feedback: Effects on Student Motivation and Learning.
59.076-4: Implementation of Formative Assessment and Grading Practices.

**SIG-Classroom Management**
20.052-1: Classroom Management 1.
22.016: Classroom Management SIG Business Meeting.
28.048: Defining Classroom Management: Recurring Themes and New Conceptualizations.
44.056: Classroom Management.
45.080-1: Classroom Management 2.

**SIG-Classroom Observation**
22.017: Classroom Observation SIG Business Meeting.

**SIG-Cognition and Assessment**
45.050: Cognition and Valid Inferences About Student Achievement: Aligning Items With Cognitive and Proficiency Targets.
47.021: Cognition and Assessment SIG Business Meeting.
53.079-2: Cognition and Assessment Roundtable 2.
63.039-2: Cognition and Assessment Roundtable Session.

**SIG-Communication of Research**
37.023: Communication of Research SIG Business Meeting.
43.084-1: Communication of Research Poster Session.

**SIG-Computer and Internet Applications in Education**
27.050: Potholes and Possibilities: Pre-K-12 Technology Integration and Internet Use.
42.078-12: Investigating Accommodations and Disabilities With Web-Based Applications.
44.080-8: Professional Development, Course Design, and Community: The Impact on Learning.
45.080-14: Technology Integration Innovations for Elementary and Middle School Contexts.
59.051: From Collaboration to Cyberbullying: Insights From Technology Use in Higher Education.
60.019: Computer and Internet Applications in Education SIG Business Meeting.

**SIG-Conflict Resolution and Violence Prevention**
22.019: Cooperative Learning SIG and Conflict Resolution and Violence Prevention SIG Business Meeting.
29.049: Advances in Conflict Resolution Research and Theory.

**SIG-Confluent Education**
47.022: Confluent Education SIG Business Meeting.

**SIG-Confucianism, Taoism, and Education**
22.018: Confucianism, Taoism, and Education SIG Business Meeting.
29.079-1: Confucius and Moral Education.
42.045: Chinese Philosophy, Culture, and Peace Education.

**SIG-Constructivist Theory, Research, and Practice**
31.054: Theoretical and Practical Frameworks for Understanding Learning.
43.052: Constructing Knowledge: Conceptual Understanding
Through Experiences Connected to Effective Classroom Practices.
47.023: Constructivist Theory, Research, and Practice SIG Business Meeting.
53.081-1: Evaluating Constructivist Learning Environments.

SIG-Cooperative Learning: Theory, Research and Practice
20.035: Advances in Cooperative Learning.
22.019: Cooperative Learning SIG and Conflict Resolution and Violence Prevention SIG Business Meeting.
27.080-3: Current Issues in Cooperative Learning.
33.076-1: Innovations in Cooperative Learning.

SIG-Critical Educators for Social Justice
20.036: Alternative Pedagogies and Learning Theories on the Road to Equitable Teaching.
29.050: Community Organizing as Sites of Critical Learning and Teaching.
33.049: Case Studies in Democratic Education: Analyses of Small, Multicultural, Democratically Run Schools and Classrooms and Their Sociopolitical Contexts.
33.077-3: Identity and Critical Education.
42.017: Perspectives From the Margins: Globalization, Decolonization, and Liberation.
42.046: Fireside Chat: Critical Educators for Social Justice SIG.
43.082-9: Transforming Education Using Reflexivity as a Tool to Identify Bias.
54.075-10: Voices of the Educational Community on Teaching for Social Justice.

33.079-8: SIG-Critical Examination of Race, Ethnicity, Class and Gender in Education Poster Session.
38.010: Research Focus on Black Education SIG, Washington University of St. Louis, and Critical Examination of Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender in Education SIG Joint Reception.
44.078-11: Race, Class, and Choices: Critical Theory and Curriculum.
44.078-13: Roundtable 5: Exploring the Complex Voices of Adolescence Leadership.
44.078-14: Roundtable 6: Complexities of Racial Identity With Ethnicity and Class for Academic Achievement.
60.020: Critical Examination of Race, Ethnicity, Class and Gender in Education SIG Business Meeting.
63.013: Extraordinary Politics: Civic Education, Youth Culture, and the School Curriculum.
63.039-13: Roundtable 2: Complexities of Achievement in Curriculum and Cocurricular Activities for Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender.
63.039-14: Roundtable 3: Complexities of Critical Race Theory in Education Through the Lens of a Postracial Era.
66.037: Contesting the Myth of a “Postracial Era”: The Continued Significance of Race in Graduate Education.

SIG-Critical Issues in Curriculum and Cultural Studies
28.019: Cosmopolitanism and Curriculum: Multiple Functions and Purposes.
31.078-2: Cultural Studies of Curriculum.
33.050: Public Pedagogy and Critical Popular Culture Studies.
42.017: Perspectives From the Margins: Globalization, Decolonization, and Liberation.
42.047: Making It Public: Education About Sexuality and Gender Expression.
43.050: Public Pedagogy: Education and Learning Beyond Schooling.
44.078-11: Race, Class, and Choices: Critical Theory and Curriculum.
51.037: Crossing Border Terrains: Cultural Response, Embracing Change, and Community Memories.
51.070-7: Language, Culture, Identity, and Power in the Global Contexts.
54.074-16: Reading Texts, Subtexts, and Contexts: Curriculum, Empire, Globalization.
SIG-Critical Perspectives on Early Childhood Education
60.021: Critical Issues in Curriculum and Cultural Studies SIG Business Meeting - Beyond the Cool of Critical/Cultural Studies: Whither Transdisciplinary Study of Education as Experience?
63.013: Extraordinary Politics: Civic Education, Youth Culture, and the School Curriculum.
63.014: International Perspectives on Curriculum Studies.

SIG-Cultural Historical Research
28.050: Youth and Researchers in and out of School: A Dialogue on Bridging the Gaps.
42.049: Not Another Brick in the Wall: Transformative Ecologies of Higher Education Within and Outside University.
45.079-3: Directions in Cultural-Historical Research.
51.071-8: Theoretical and Methodological Issues in Cultural-Historical Theory.
57.042: Cultural Variation in Advancing Sociocultural Theory: Equity From a Latin American CHAT Lens.
59.053: Cultural Historical Approach to Imagination, Play, and Art as Meaning-Making Practices.
60.023: Cultural Historical Research SIG Business Meeting. Vygotsky and Freire: Pedagogies and Politics.

SIG-Democratic Citizenship in Education
29.079-3: Democratic Citizenship in Education Roundtable Discussion Session.
42.050: Democratic Citizenship in Education Paper Session 1.
44.081-10: SIG-Democratic Citizenship in Education Poster Session.
57.043: Dilemmas in Democratic Education.

SIG-Design and Technology
22.022: Design and Technology SIG Business Meeting.
27.081-8: Innovative Use of ID in Technology-Based Environments.
31.056: Instructional Design Beyond the Ideal of Technical Rationality: Connecting Scholarship and Practice.
33.079-3: Diverse Perspectives on Examining Design Process and Products.
44.081-4: Instructional Design Innovations in K-12 Learning Environments.
45.080-19: Ways of Thinking About Design and Instruction.
51.072-9: Playing Games and Problem Solving.
53.056: The Learning and Practice of Design: Thinking, Knowing, Seeing, Doing.
57.074-12: The Design Process and Articulating Design.

SIG-Disability Studies in Education
33.051: Learning From Analysis of Space and Time in Teaching and Teacher Education.
37.024: Disability Studies in Education SIG Business Meeting.
43.054: A Conversation Whose Time Has Come: Talk at the Intersection of Disability Studies, Social Justice, and Multicultural Education.
44.078-2: DSE Roundtable 1: Teachers and Identity in Inclusive Education.

SIG-Districts in Research and Reform
22.023: Districts in Research and Reform SIG Business Meeting. Implications of Federal (Race to the Top/I3) Funding for School Districts: Conversations with Key Leaders and Funders.

SIG-Doctoral Education Across the Disciplines
27.054: Internal and External Influences on Doctoral Student Experiences.
43.082-3: Doctoral Education and the Challenge of Research.
47.024: Doctoral Education Across the Disciplines SIG Business Meeting.
51.039: The Influence of the Academic Disciplines on Doctoral Education.
57.073-4: Networks and Doctoral Student Success.
59.054: Understanding Complex Ecologies in Doctoral Education.

SIG-Early Education and Child Development
19.049: A Peer Culture and School Culture Perspective: An Evolving Construct in Recent Ethnographic Research.
20.050-4: Examining the Relationships, Roles, and Personal Interactions of Children and Adults in Early Childhood Settings.
20.050-7: From Early Literacy to Beginning Reading in Early Childhood Settings.
20.050-13: Revealing Parents’ Perspectives in Early Childhood Education.
28.051: Examining School Readiness in Early Childhood Education.
31.078-4: Early Childhood Teacher Voices and Dilemmas.
31.078-6: Examining Quality Education in Child-Care Settings.
31.078-8: Exploring What Early Childhood Teachers Believe, Know, and Do.
42.051: High-Tech Tots: Childhood in a Digital World.
44.078-1: (Re)Considering Young Children’s Experiences: Taking a Different View.
44.078-10: Preschool Language and Literacy.
45.052: Methodologies in Early Childhood Education.
47.025: Early Education and Child Development SIG Business Meeting.
53.057: Transformations: Inquiry and the Reshaping of Practice in Early Childhood Education.
53.081-3: Research in Early Education and Child Development.
57.044: Revisiting Ecological Contexts of Urban Children’s Play: Implications for Learning Literacy and Development.
59.055: Supporting Struggling Learners in Preschool: Emerging Approaches and Opportunities.
63.039-4: Early Childhood Programs That Can Make a Difference.
63.039-6: Examining the Early Childhood Experiences of Minority and Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Children.
63.039-10: Issues in Teacher Education for Early Childhood Educators.
69.027: Transformations: Inquiry and the Reshaping of Practice in Early Childhood Education.

SIG-Environmental and Ecological Education
20.050-9: Identity, Narrative, and Place in Environmental Education.
28.019: Cosmopolitanism and Curriculum: Multiple Functions and Purposes.
28.053: The Social Ecologies of Learning in Environmental Education.

42.052: Revisiting Theory and Practice in Environmental Education.
45.079-4: Ecology and Environment in Postsecondary Education.
47.026: Ecological and Environmental Education SIG Business Meeting.
51.040: Ecologies of Imagination and Activism in Ecological and Environmental Education.
57.045: Citizenship, Place, and Public Participation in Ecological and Environmental Education.
66.040-1: Conservation, Stewardship, and Education for Sustainable Development.

SIG-Education and Philanthropy
47.027: Education and Philanthropy SIG Business Meeting.
Beyond the Effectiveness Paradox: Moving Toward New Learning for Grant Makers and Grant Seekers.

SIG-Education and Student Development in Cities
20.038: Education and Student Development in Cities.
37.025: Education and Student Development in Cities SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Education, Health, and Human Services Linkages
20.039: Providing Health and Human Services in Schools.

SIG-Educational Change
19.050: The Evidence Imperative: Developing Capacities and Processes to Apply Research for Educational Change.
31.080-3: Democratic Principles and Responsive Structural Reforms in Educational Change.
37.026: Educational Change SIG Business Meeting: Featured Speaker, Ann Lieberman.
42.053: Performing Beyond Expectations: Learning From Organizations Within and Beyond Education.
43.083-3: Dynamic Models of Data-Driven Decision Making.
45.080-3: Evaluating Change in Primary Class Size, Elementary Literacy and Numeracy, and High School Reform Strategies.
51.042: Scaling Up High Schools: What Are the Challenges and Strategies of Growing Innovative Designs for Schooling?
54.076-6: The Case for Coherence in Professional Development.
SIG-Educational Statisticians
29.081-6: Educational Statisticians Poster Session.
37.027: Educational Statisticians SIG Business Meeting.
43.081-12: Measuring Statistics Knowledge, Reasoning, and Beliefs.
45.053: Modeling in the Face of Nonnormality and Heterogeneity.
51.070-16: Tests of Mean Differences.
59.056: Advanced Modeling Approaches to Issues in Education.
63.030: Statistics and Effect Sizes in Experimental Designs.

SIG-Faculty Teaching, Evaluation, and Development
19.057-4: Expanding the Boundaries of Relevance in Higher Education.
27.082-6: Shifting Conceptions in Educational Development.
37.028: Faculty Teaching, Evaluation, and Development SIG Business Meeting: Simplifying the Complexity: Faculty Taking Charge of Student Rating of Teaching.
43.055: WJ McKeachie Award Invited Address and Panel Discussion: Faculty Evaluation and Development: Something Old, Something New, Something Better?
59.057: Exploring Multiple Dimensions of Teaching and Learning.

SIG-Family and Consumer Sciences
60.024: Family and Consumer Sciences SIG Business Meeting.
63.031: Weathering the Storm of Change: Opportunities for Family and Consumer Sciences.

SIG-Family, School, Community Partnerships
22.025: Family, School, Community Partnerships SIG Business Meeting.
27.055: Parental Involvement Across Development.
29.079-9: Teacher Education and the Home-School-Community Triad.
43.082-5: Reaching Underserved Communities.
44.057: Voices From the Margins: Toward a Critical Bicultural Parent Standards Model in Public Education.
45.054: Agency, Advocacy, and Transformation: (Im)migrant Children, Parents, and Communities Affecting Change in Public Schools.
54.075-1: Children and Parent Perspectives on School-Community Partnerships.
63.039-3: Diverse Perspectives on Parental Involvement.

SIG-Fiscal Issues, Policy, and Education Finance
47.028: Fiscal Issues, Policy, and Education Finance SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Foucault and Education
47.029: Foucault and Education SIG Business Meeting.
51.043: Foucault, Genealogy, History: (Re)Reading Education’s History of the Present.

SIG-Grassroots Community & Youth Organizing for Education Reform
27.081-9: Learning From Youth Education Organizing.
34.010: Community Organizing and the Struggle for Equity and Justice in Education: Denver and Beyond. Presidential Off-Site Visit.
42.054: Negotiating Reciprocal and Ethical Relationships in Youth Participatory Action Research and Collaborative Community-Based Research.
45.056: Grassroots Community and Youth Organizing for Education Reform SIG Business Meeting. Building the Education Organizing Research Community.
59.058: Education Organizing: From Theory to Practice to Theory.
63.013: Extraordinary Politics: Civic Education, Youth Culture, and the School Curriculum.

SIG-Hierarchical Linear Modeling
19.051: Evaluation of Fit and Consequences of Misspecifications in Growth Curve Models and Other Multilevel Models.
27.060: International Studies on Academic Achievement Using Hierarchical Linear Modeling.
44.081-1: Applications of Multilevel Modeling.
47.030: Hierarchical Linear Modeling SIG Business Meeting.
51.071-5: Practical Issues in Multilevel Analyses.

SIG-Hispanic Research Issues
22.026: Hispanic Research Issues SIG Business Meeting.
31.079-6: Strengthening Support for Latino Students and Families in Educational Contexts.
43.084-3: Exploring the Influence of Family, Literacy, and Pedagogy.
45.057: Critical Perspectives on the Precollege and College Experiences of Latina/o Students and Teachers.
51.044: Latino Students in Elementary Schools: Identity, Students’ Views, and Pedagogy.
57.042: Cultural Variation in Advancing Sociocultural Theory: Equity From a Latin American CHAT Lens.

SIG-Holistic Education
27.057: Holistic Education From Teacher to Student.
44.079-4: Dynamic Intersections in and Around Holistic Education.
47.031: Holistic Education SIG Business Meeting and Invited Address.
51.045: Changing Ourselves and the World.

SIG-Inclusion & Accommodation in Large-Scale Assessment
28.078-5: Content Validity: Alignment to Grade-Level Content Standards in Alternate Assessment Judged Against Alternate Achievement Standards.
33.054: How Can Alternate Assessment Based on Modified Achievement Standards Improve Student Learning and Outcomes?
47.032: Inclusion and Accommodation in Large-Scale Assessment SIG Business Meeting.
54.058: Technical Issues Concerning NAEP Inclusion Rates for ELL Students Across Different States and Districts.

SIG-Indigenous Peoples of the Americas
33.019: Decolonizing Knowledge Through Teacher-Community Collaborations.
42.057: Perspectives From the Margins: Globalization, Decolonization, and Liberation.
42.055: E Ara E: Indigenous Community Revitalization.
44.024: Resistance, Persistence, and Indigenous Knowledges: The Impact of American Indian Education Programs in Denver Communities.
45.058: Cross-Institutional Collaborations in Indigenous Education.
51.025: Indigenous History as Education History.
51.047: “E.T. Phone Home”: Indigenous Scholars Finding Our Place.
54.074-9: IPA SIG: Place, Race, Whiteness, and Indigenous Communities.

SIG-Instructional Technology
16.037: Researching Virtual Learning Environments.
20.042: Using Technology to Support Teaching and Learning.
27.059: Succeeding in Instructional Technology Academia: From Job Searching to Post-Tenure Success.
28.057: Games, Simulations, and Pedagogical Agents.
29.080-7: Games and Virtual Worlds to Support Learning.
29.080-8: Instructional Design and Technology to Support Mathematics and Science.
29.080-13: Technology-Based Pedagogical Supports.
31.059: Instructional Issues in Diverse Contexts.
33.078-16: Supporting Technology Integration in K-12 Settings.
37.029: Instructional Technology SIG Business Meeting.
42.056: Fostering Online Communication and Collaboration.
43.056: Preparing Students to Be Skilled Instructional Technology Researchers: Multiple Approaches.
45.059: Cyber Infrastructure and Cyber-Enabled Learning: What Does It Mean for Education?
51.072-3: Current Issues in Instructional Design.
51.072-5: Design and Development of Online and Blended Courses.
51.072-6: Fostering Online Discussions.
51.072-8: Online Collaboration and Communication.
51.072-14: Supporting Learner Engagement and Inquiry.
53.081-4: Instructional Technology SIG Poster Session I.
57.047: Video in Teacher Education, Research, and Practice.
59.077-9: Instructional Technology SIG Poster Session II.

SIG-International Studies
16.038: International Studies on Student Behavioral Problems and At-Risk Student Populations.
19.057-5: Global Perspectives on Teacher Training and Leadership Development.
20.051-2: Global Studies on National Ideology, Cultural Identity, and Citizenship Education.
22.027: International Studies SIG Informational and Business Meeting.
27.060: International Studies on Academic Achievement Using Hierarchical Linear Modeling.
29.079-5: International Perspectives on Global Citizenship, Social Justice, and Moral Education.
43.057: How Students Learn Algebra in Five Countries: Report of Classroom Teaching Research.
44.079-6: International Education and Globalization.
51.048: Globalization’s Impact Upon Internationalization of East Asian Higher Education.
54.021: International and Comparative Education in a Globalized Context.
54.074-11: International Gender Studies on Youth.
57.048: Education as Pathway to Personal and National Development in China.
63.014: International Perspectives on Curriculum Studies.

SIG-Invitational Learning
28.058: Creating Invitational Learning Environments in a Wide Variety of Diverse Contexts.

SIG-Ivan Illich
33.056: Shaking Down the Learning Experts in an Uncertain Future: Demystifying Professionals and Recovering Common Sense.
57.074-1: Conditions and Tools For and Against Conviviality.
60.026: Ivan Illich SIG Business Meeting and Discussion. Anarchism or Commonism? Left and Right Set Straight on Illich’s Path.

SIG-John Dewey Society
16.039: In the Spirit of Dewey: Educational Philosophers Consider Societal Crises.
27.081-10: Learning, Teaching and Schooling from Deweyan Perspectives.
42.057: John Dewey Society Paper Session.
42.078-8: Dewey, Democracy, Democratic Society, and Education.
51.072-11: Roundtable: Since Dewey: Pragmatist Influences in Education.
57.074-4: Reflective Thinking, Democracy, and the Curriculum.

SIG-Language and Social Processes
29.054: Meeting Talk and the Cultural Production of Educated Persons.
31.061: Researching Local Identity Through Language: A Student Videoethnography on Hawai`i Creole.
43.058: Discursively (Re)Shaping Student Access and Opportunities for Meaning Making in Online Course Environments.
44.059: Cultural Scripts in the Study of Knowledge and Learning: Language Aspects.
51.070-7: Language, Culture, Identity, and Power in the Global Contexts.
SIG-Large Scale Assessment
37.031: Large-Scale Assessment SIG Business Meeting.
57.049: Current Topics in Large-Scale Assessment.

SIG-Law and Education
42.078-6: Constitutional Considerations in Education Law.
44.060: Special Topics in K-12 Education Law.
57.050: Special Topics in Higher-Education Law.
60.028: Law and Education SIG Business Meeting and Panel Discussion: Legal Research and Writing for Emerging Scholars.

SIG-Leadership for School Improvement
33.078-5: Leading for Student Success: Characteristics and Leadership Skills.
43.060: Developing Parents and Students as Educational Leaders.
43.083-11: The Role of School Leaders in Evaluating and Supporting Planning, Programs, and Assessment.
60.029: Leadership for School Improvement SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Leadership for Social Justice

SIG-Learning Environments
22.029: Learning Environments SIG Business Meeting.
28.079-11: Student and Teacher Perceptions on Various Types of Learning Environments and Their Effect on Outcomes.
29.056: Innovative Approaches to Studying Learning Environments.
43.082-8: Teaching and Learning Environments: Expectations, Perceptions, and Effects on (Learning) Outcomes.
45.062: Investigating Contemporary Classroom Learning Environments.
57.051: Investigating Nontraditional Learning Environments.

SIG-Learning Sciences
27.082-9: Studies of Student Thinking and Knowing in the Learning Sciences.
29.080-9: Methods and Design in the Learning Sciences.
33.078-14: Studies of Science in the Learning Sciences.
37.020: Advanced Technologies for Learning and Learning Sciences SIG Business Meeting.
43.061: Learning and Development of New Practices of Spatial Thinking.
44.061: Games and Learning.
53.060: Curricula That Combine Features and Processes of Informal and Formal Contexts of Student Learning: Comparing the Envisioned, Realized, and Enacted Principles for the Design of Three Elementary Science Units.
57.052: Embodied and Enactive Approaches to Instruction: Implications and Innovations.

SIG-Learning and Teaching in Educational Leadership
27.081-1: Addressing the Micropolitical Imperative in Leadership Preparation: Context and Strategies.
28.059: Rethinking Leadership Preparation by Leveraging Institutions and Sharing the Work: Lessons in District-University Consumer Action From Multiple Case Studies.
37.033: Learning and Teaching in Educational Leadership SIG Business Meeting.
42.078-19: The Knowledge We Need, the People We Have.
45.080-20: What Drives Program Development?
51.072-10: Portraits of Leadership Development.
53.080-11: Research on Leadership Preparation Initiatives.
57.053: Reflection Across Complex Leadership Ecologies.

SIG-Literature
28.077-3: Critical Perspectives on Response to Literature and Literature Discussions.
37.034: Literature SIG Business Meeting.
44.063: “Storying” Across Communities: Locating Diverse Repertoires of Narrative and Interpretation.

SIG-Lives of Teachers
27.061: Uncovering Teachers’ Voices Through Ethnographic Research.
31.078-10: Foreign Experience in Learning to Teach.
43.084-7: Lives of Teachers SIG Poster Session.
47.035: Lives of Teachers SIG Business Meeting.
53.061: Teacher Identity as Holistic Framework for Exploring Teacher Development: Results From Five Empirical Studies.
59.060: Personal Experiences in Decisions Around Teaching.

SIG-Longitudinal Studies
37.035: Longitudinal Studies SIG Business Meeting.
57.054: Innovations in the Use of Longitudinal Data Systems.
SIG-Marxian Analysis of Society, Schools and Education
22.030: Marxian Analysis of Society, Schools, and Education
SIG Business Meeting. Women, Capitalism, and Empire.
29.079-4: Education Reform in Chile: School Improvement or Entrenching Neo-Liberal Policy?

SIG-Measurement Services
47.036: Measurement Services SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Media, Culture, and Curriculum
27.080-20: Teachers and Teaching: Making Tricky Decisions About Media Use.
28.061: When Are Games Good for Learning and Teaching? Examples and Explorations.
31.078-18: Thinking About Literacy and Media’s Impact on Learning and Teaching.
42.016: Developing Children’s Voice in a Marginalized Community.
43.062: Saints and Sluts: Racialized Pedagogies of the Good Girl/Bad Girl in Global Youth Culture.
44.064: Diverse Opportunities for Learning in Game-Based Fan Communities.
53.062: Making the Case for Digital Media Production as Identity Development.
54.060: Classrooms and Power in Mediated Times: Mapping a “Crisis of Readjustment.”
60.030: Media, Culture, and Curriculum SIG Business Meeting. Rethinking Education in the Age of Technology: The Digital Revolution and Schooling in America.
63.039-8: How Teachers, Designers, and Fans Think About Games and Learning.

SIG-Motivation in Education
16.041: The Role of the Teacher in Creating a Motivational Classroom Context.
27.064: A New Mix of Methodological Perspectives on Studying Motivation.
28.079-3: Motivation in Education.
31.078-1: Achievement Motivation in Adolescence.
31.078-7: Exploring Motivation in STEM Disciplines.
31.078-20: Understanding Motivation in Reading and Writing.
33.060: Understanding Motivation From the Perspective of Student Interest.
37.038: Motivation in Education SIG Business Meeting.
42.077-14: Motivational Research Across Cultures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43.084-9</td>
<td>Motivation in Higher Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.064</td>
<td>Motivation in Education SIG Invited Address.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.051</td>
<td>Interest, Engagement, and Learning: Implications for STEM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.052</td>
<td>Teacher Motivation: Applying Motivational Theories Using International Samples and Diverse Methodological Approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.073-7</td>
<td>New Directions in Research on Achievement Goal Orientation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.074-12</td>
<td>Investigating Motivation in Teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.055</td>
<td>Examining the Relation of Achievement Goal Orientation and Instructional Context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.032</td>
<td>Research on Motivation and Achievement in Underrepresented Minority Groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.038</td>
<td>Young People From Diverse Sociocultural Contexts Negotiating Their Identity and Motivation for Schooling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.064</td>
<td>African American Males: Examining Their Experiences Throughout the Pipeline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.078-12</td>
<td>Multicultural/Multiethnic Education: Strategies for Improving Outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.078-17</td>
<td>The African American Experience in Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.064</td>
<td>Cultural Examinations in Multicultural/Multiethnic Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.065</td>
<td>Multicultural/Multiethnic Education: Examining Doctoral Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.053</td>
<td>Multicultural/Multiethnic Education: Examining Teacher Representation and Success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.074-7</td>
<td>Examinations and Experiences in Multicultural/Multiethnic Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.074-14</td>
<td>Multicultural/Multiethnic Education: Improving Outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.031</td>
<td>Multicultural/Multiethnic Education: Theory, Research, and Practice SIG Business Meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.033</td>
<td>Promoting Faculty Diversity: Examining a Successful National Summer Institute at the University of Denver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.079-10</td>
<td>SIG-Multiple Intelligences: Theory and Practice Poster Session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.059</td>
<td>SIG-Multiple Intelligences: Theory and Practice Paper Session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.038</td>
<td>Multiple Intelligences: Theory and Practice SIG Business Meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.039</td>
<td>Multiple Linear Regression: General Linear Model SIG Business Meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.056</td>
<td>Applied Techniques in Multiple Linear Regression and General Linear Models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.077-8</td>
<td>Music Education SIG Roundtable Session I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.081-8</td>
<td>Music Education SIG Poster Session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.065</td>
<td>Student Creativity and Teacher Responsibility in the Music Classroom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.040</td>
<td>Music Education SIG Business Meeting. Music as the Voice of Hope and Transformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.071-4</td>
<td>Music Education SIG Roundtable Session II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.062</td>
<td>Influencing the Music Student: Identity and Achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.040-10</td>
<td>Music Education SIG Roundtable Session III.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.029</td>
<td>Perseverance of the In-Service Music Teacher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.077-8</td>
<td>SIG-Multiple Intelligences: Theory and Practice Poster Session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.059</td>
<td>The Role of Faculty in Online Learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.061</td>
<td>Places of Narrative Inquiry in Home, School, and College of Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.060</td>
<td>Narrative Inquiry Across Time and Place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.083-6</td>
<td>Narratives of Storied Lives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.054</td>
<td>Relationship Between Academic Experience in Early Childhood, Selected Demographic and Background Variables, and Performance on NAEP Eighth-Grade Reading Assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.077-4</td>
<td>NAEP Studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.061</td>
<td>Places of Narrative Inquiry in Home, School, and College of Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.060</td>
<td>Narrative Inquiry Across Time and Place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.083-6</td>
<td>Narratives of Storied Lives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.084-16</td>
<td>Story Lines of Literature Education: A Narrative Approach to Research in Teacher Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.080-6</td>
<td>Narratives of Representation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.080-10</td>
<td>Narrative Inquiry Through a Critical Lens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.072-7</td>
<td>Narratives of Tension in School Lives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.080-6</td>
<td>Narrative Identities in Higher Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.074-9</td>
<td>Teacher Education and Narrative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.076-11</td>
<td>The Narrative Inquirer and the Space of Praxis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.032</td>
<td>Narrative Research SIG Business Meeting. Narrative Inquiry: Seeking Relations as Modes of Interactions, Featuring Jean Clandinin and Nona Lyons With Key Contributors Jeong-Hee Kim and Margaret Macintyre Latta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.034</td>
<td>Moving Into the Academy as Narrative Inquirers: School Stories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.035</td>
<td>The Familial Perspective in Storied Lives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.042</td>
<td>Understanding Online Presence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.044</td>
<td>Research Into Online Student Characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.059</td>
<td>The Role of Faculty in Online Learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.062</td>
<td>Instructional Design Innovations in Online Learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.078-16</td>
<td>Online Graduate Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.080-4</td>
<td>Interactive Design Elements in Online Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.066</td>
<td>Online Learning Measurement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
47.042: Online Teaching and Learning SIG Business Meeting.
53.080-8: Online Learning and Diverse Students.
57.074-2: Innovations of Online Learning in K-12 Schools and Teacher Education.

SIG-O rganizational Theory
43.084-10: Organizational Theory.
47.043: Organizational Theory SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Out-of-School Time
20.051-1: Chicago’s Community Schools Initiative: Initial Evaluation Findings.
28.065: Academic Achievement and Learning for Life Due to Participation in Out-of-School Programs.
42.077-12: Identities and Time of Engagement in Out-of-School Programs.
44.078-20: What We Have Learned From a Range of Out-of-School Programs.
60.033: Out-of-School Time SIG Business Meeting.
Presentation by Education Program PeaceJam: Local and Global Youth Action for Peace.

SIG-P aulo Freire, Critical Pedagogy, and Emancipation
20.045: Chicana/o Critical Race Counterstories in Film, News, Journalism, and Theater.
28.077-6: Equity, Ethics, and Human Dignity in the Classroom: Putting Critical Pedagogy Into Practice.
29.081-3: Critical Pedagogy as a Central Dimension of Classroom Research.
43.084-6: Let’s Dish On Disproportionality!
45.079-1: Applying Freirean Pedagogy in Adult Learning Contexts.
47.044: Paulo Freire, Critical Pedagogy, and Emancipation SIG Business Meeting.
51.055: Reinventing Freirean Praxis: Perspectives From Across the Americas.
51.071-6: Pushing the Boundaries of Critical Pedagogy: Challenges and Possibilities.
53.079-6: Freirean Approaches to Service Learning and Teacher Induction in Laos, Brazil, and the United States.
59.063: Examining Freirean Pedagogy in Context.
66.040-17: The “Shock Doctrine” in Education: The State We’re in and Alternative Visions.

SIG-P eace Education
37.039: Peace Education SIG Business Meeting. Charting the Course for Culturally Relevant Peace Education.
43.082-1: Calling for Transformative Action for Social Justice and Peace: International Perspectives.
51.071-1: Education, Forgiveness, and Identity Development in the Quest for Israeli-Palestinian Peace.
54.075-2: Connecting Multicultural Education and Peace Education.
59.064: Expanding the Vision, Theory, and Practice of Peace Education in Diverse Contexts.

SIG-Philosophical Studies in Education
27.067: On Responsibility in Philosophical Research.
29.060: Critical Pedagogy and Islamic Practice.
43.066: Heidegger and Phenomenological “Space” of Education.
45.079-5: Educational Practice and Virtue Ethics.
59.065: Education: Or, on Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Emile.
66.040-12: Prejudice, Melancholia, and Aesthetic Sensibility in Education.

SIG-P olitics of Education
28.067: Interest Groups in Education Policy.
43.067: All Politics Are Local: Citizen, Community, and Neighborhood Engagement.

SIG-P ortfolios and Reflection in Teaching and Teacher Education
16.048-6: Reflection and Identity in Portfolio Assessment.
37.040: Portfolios and Reflection in Teaching and Teacher Education SIG Business Meeting.
43.068: The Challenge of Complex Ecologies to Developing as a Reflective Practitioner Within Disciplined-Based Professions: What Challenges, What Differences Can a Discipline Make?
44.078-19: Strategic Use of Reflection and Feedback: Portfolio Assessment in the Context of Practice.
57.058: Constructed Criticism: Fostering Reflective Practice in Preservice Teacher Candidates.

SIG-Postcolonial Studies and Education
28.019: Cosmopolitanism and Curriculum: Multiple Functions and Purposes.
42.017: Perspectives From the Margins: Globalization, Decolonization, and Liberation.
43.069: Rearticulating Souls of Filipino Folk: Deconstructing Coloniality for the Reconstruction of a Postcolonial Identity.
Special Interest Group Sessions

44.078-9: Postcoloniality, Race, Gender, and Transnationalism.
47.046: Postcolonial Studies and Education SIG Business Meeting: Race, Identity, Postcoloniality, and Multiculturalism in the “New” Age of Western Empire.
51.070-8: Postcoloniality, Sexuality, Language, Race, and Gender.
54.074-16: Reading Texts, Subtexts, and Contexts: Curriculum, Empire, Globalization.
63.014: International Perspectives on Curriculum Studies.
63.036: Postcards on Interknowledge: Decolonizing Researchers on the Postcolonial and Back.

SIG-Problem-Based Education
33.077-5: Problem-Based Learning: Processes and Interactions.
44.066: Frameworks for Problem-Based Learning.
47.047: Problem-Based Education SIG Business Meeting.
57.059: Problem-Based Education: Research on Professional Development.

SIG-Professional Development School Research
28.077-10: Research and Action Research in Professional Development Schools.
43.084-11: Professional Development School Research SIG Posters.
54.063: Inquiries Into the Workings of Professional Development Schools.

SIG-Professional Licensure and Certification
33.077-1: Assessing Examinees, Assessing Examinations.
44.067: Item Management: From Development Through Statistical Evaluation, Delivery, Cognitive Level, and Memorability.
47.048: Professional Licensure and Certification SIG Business and New Membership Meeting.

SIG-Professors of Educational Research
44.081-13: Teaching Educational Research in Multiple Environments.
59.067: Improving the Teaching and Writing of Educational Research.
60.034: Professors of Educational Research SIG Business Meeting and Speaker John Creswell.

SIG-Qualitative Research
19.054: Reciprocity and Collaboration in Qualitative Research.
27.027: Current Issues and Innovations in Qualitative Inquiry.
27.068: Qualitative Research With Vulnerable Populations.
29.061: Ethics and Power in Qualitative Research.
42.061: Challenging the Simplicity of Qualitative Inquiry: Moving Beyond Decontextualized Mechanics of Research.
44.068: Provocations: Encounters Between Art and Qualitative Inquiry.
45.079-10: Transnational Qualitative Research.
51.071-3: Interviews and Fieldwork.
53.031: Key Issues in Teaching Qualitative Research.
53.079-4: Empowering Co-Researchers.
57.021: Postqualitative Research: What Comes Next?
57.060: Conceptual and Theoretical Considerations in Qualitative Research.
60.035: Qualitative Research SIG Business Meeting.
63.039-18: Shifting Positionality in Qualitative Inquiry.
63.039-21: Teaching and Learning in the Context of Qualitative Research.
65.038: Thinking With Deleuze in Qualitative Research: Methodological Lines of Flight.

SIG-Queer Studies
27.019: Curriculum as a Sexuality Text: Youth Culture, Popular Culture, and the Hidden Sexuality Curriculum.
27.069: Queering Readers, Texts, and Contexts.
29.062: Complex Realities of Queer Kids in Schools: Identities and Activism.
43.084-15: Sexual Diversity in Higher Education.
54.075-7: Gender, Heteronormativity, and Schooling.
60.036: Queer Studies SIG Business Meeting.
63.039-1: After Queer Theory: LGBTQ Lives and Educational Justice Movements.

SIG-Rasch Measurement
19.058-1: Applications of Rasch Modeling for Student Learning.
33.064: Rasch Issues of Dimensionality, Scaling, and Fit.
37.042: Rasch Measurement SIG Business Meeting.
42.078-20: Use of Rasch Models in Instrument Validation.
43.083-12: Use of Rasch Model to Examine Measurement Error and Reliability.
54.064: Studies on Rasch Conditions and Applications.

SIG-Religion and Education
28.079-8: Religion and Public Education.
29.079-6: Religion and Education: Home Schooling and Outcomes.
31.031: Sects and Secularism in American Education.
42.062: Religious Identity: A Source of Strength or Struggle.
44.081-2: Faculty Sense of Religious Calling at a Christian University.
54.075-3: Divergent Perspectives on Religion From Around the World.
57.075-3: Chances and Challenges of Buddhist Education: Master Sheng Yen and CHIBS.
60.037: Religion and Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Research Focus on Black Education
20.046: The Politics of Tenure and Promotion at Historically Black Colleges and Universities.
27.070: Ending the Dual System: The Impact of Closing Public Historically Black Colleges and Universities on African American Student Access and Outcomes.
29.079-10: Understanding the Complexities of Access and Achievement for Black Males in Education.
31.064: Dear Mr. Kozol... Four African American Women Scholars and the Reauthoring of Savage Inequalities.
37.043: Research Focus on Black Education SIG Business Meeting and 2010 W.E.B. DuBois Distinguished Lecture With Dr. Vanessa Siddle Walker.
38.010: Research Focus on Black Education SIG, Washington University of St. Louis, and Critical Examination of Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender in Education SIG Joint Reception.
43.082-10: Understanding the Complex Lives of African American Students.
44.081-5: Math Efficacy and African American Students.
53.066: Developing the Encyclopedia of African American Education: Insights From the Editor and Editorial Advisory Board.
54.065: Community Engagement: Promising Practices From North Carolina A&T State University: A Land-Grant HBCU.
57.061: Beyond Brothers in Crisis: Critical Perspectives on Black Masculinity in Education.
59.068: Change From the Inside Out: The Importance of Valuing Voice in the Reconstruction of Urban Schools.
63.018: Engaging the People’s Memory: Reforming Education Today Using Lessons From the Past.
63.039-7: Historical Perspectives on Black Education: Acknowledging Transgressions and Forging New Frontiers.
66.040-9: Multiple Identities for Blacks in Math, Science and Technology.

SIG-Research Focus on Education and Sport
22.032: Research Focus on Education and Sport SIG Business Meeting.
29.080-2: Changing the Game: A New World of Academics and Athletics on Campus (Part I).
42.063: Research Findings on Division III Athletics From the College Sports Project.
44.080-2: Changing the Game: A New World of Academics and Athletics on Campus (Part II).

SIG-Research Use
31.065: Barriers to Equilibrium: Research Supply and Demand.
47.049: Research Use SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Research in Global Child Advocacy
37.044: Research in Global Child Advocacy SIG Business Meeting.
44.081-9: Research in Global Child Advocacy Poster Session.

SIG-Research in Mathematics Education
16.044: Attending to Issues of Equity in District Designs for Improving Middle School Mathematics Instruction.
19.057-7: Results of Large-Scale Assessments of Mathematical Learning and Course Taking.
19.057-8: Studies of Discourse and Student Learning in Mathematics.
20.047: Documenting and Measuring Opportunities to Learn Mathematics.
20.051-7: Studies of Mathematics Teacher Knowledge in Pre- and In-Service Contexts.
20.051-8: Studies of Student Learning in Mathematics.
27.082-8: Studies of Curricular Implementation and Problem Solving in Mathematics.
29.064: Engagement, Norms, and Inclusion in Mathematics Classrooms.
33.065: Equity and Discourse in Mathematics Classrooms: A Focus on Students.
37.045: Research in Mathematics Education SIG Business Meeting and Annual Reception.
43.070: Iterative Model Building: Researching How to Prepare Quality Teachers and How to Measure Teacher Quality.
44.069: Mathematics Learning Across Home and School: The Role of Perceptions, Practices, and Culture.
45.068: Student Learning in Mathematics and Design of Learning Tasks.
53.067: Learning and Understanding of Mathematical Concepts and Teaching.
57.062: Mathematics Professional Development: Teaching, Teachers, and Administrators.
59.069: Researching Mathematics Curriculum and Teaching: Tasks, Methods, and Results.
63.037: Unpacking Mathematical Understanding.
65.039: Video Analysis as a Method for Developing Preservice Teachers’ Beliefs About Teaching and Their Understanding of Children, Pedagogy, and Assessment.
69.030: Teacher Knowledge: Influences and Impact.

SIG-Research in Reading and Literacy
20.052-8: Understanding the Literacy Development of Young Children.
31.066: Producing Exemplary Teachers and Reading Practices.
31.067: Reformulating Adolescent Literacy for the New Millennium.
42.064: READ 180 as a Literacy Intervention for Secondary-School Students: Results From Four Striving Readers Sites.
51.072-15: Writing to Read.
53.068: Understanding and Overcoming Reading Achievement Gaps.
54.077-5: Meet the Researcher at Poster Dialogues on Research in Reading and Literacy.
Special Interest Group Sessions

SIG-Research in Reading and Literacy Poster Session.
57.063: Technology, Media, and Popular Culture.
59.076-9: Significant Auditory and Orthographic Knowledge in Reading.

SIG-Research in Social Studies Education
16.048-1: Accountability in Social Studies.
27.082-7: Social Studies Education in Elementary Schools.
29.066: Teaching History With Film: Powerful Cases From the Field.
31.081-9: Social Studies Preservice Teacher Education.
33.067: Research on/With/for Social Studies Teachers and Teaching.
43.081-16: Preparing Citizens to Teach: Social Studies Teacher Preparation.
44.070: Looking in Social Studies Classrooms: A Tribute to the Life and Work of Jere Brophy.
45.081-5: Issues in Social Studies Education.
47.051: Research in Social Studies Education SIG Business Meeting.
53.081-5: Social Studies Education in Secondary Schools.
54.074-18: Social Studies Pedagogies.
57.064: When Politics and Social Studies Teachers Meet in the Classroom.

SIG-Research on Evaluation
54.066: Balancing Conflicting Interests of Multiple Stakeholders: Evaluation Theory Development.

SIG-Research on Giftedness and Talent
22.033: Research on Giftedness and Talent SIG Business Meeting. Invited Speaker, Lynn Okagaki.
28.076-15: Roundtable Sessions on Gifted Education Research I.
31.068: Characteristics and Identification of Gifted Students.
43.084-12: Research on Gifted Education Poster Session II.
44.078-15: Roundtable Sessions on Gifted Education Research II.
45.070: Instrumentation in Gifted Education.
51.073-8: Research on Gifted Education Poster Session I.
59.070: Programming Options for Gifted Students.

SIG-Research on the Education of Asian and Pacific Americans
29.079-7: Research on the Education of Asian and Pacific Americans; Roundtable 3.
43.071: Out of Anonymity Into Subjectivity: Asian Americans as Agents in the Education Discourse.
45.081-9: Research on the Education of Asian and Pacific Americans; Poster Session.
51.057: Experiences of Asian American Students in Higher Education.
57.065: Searching for Transgressive Pedagogies: Race, Sexuality, Gender, and Consciousness in Curricular Interventions.
60.038: Research on the Education of Asian and Pacific Americans SIG Business Meeting.
63.018: Engaging the People’s Memory: Reforming Education Today Using Lessons From the Past.

SIG-Research on the Education of Deaf Persons
51.058: Emerging Perspectives on Assessment and Literacy for Students Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing.
60.039: Research on the Education of Deaf Persons SIG Business Meeting. Facilitating Research in the Field of Deaf Education: Challenges and Opportunities.

SIG-Research on the Superintendency
27.072: Superintendents: Organizational and Personal Productivity.
45.080-17: Trends and Issues in the Superintendency: Building the Capacity for Success.

SIG-Research, Education, Information and School Libraries

SIG-Rural Education
29.068: Educational Practice and Rural Social Space: A Symposium.
33.078-12: Rural Education SIG: Roundtable 6.
43.072: International Approaches to Narrowing the Achievement Gap: Working With Rural Schools and Communities.
44.080-11: Rural Education SIG: Roundtable 1.
47.053: Rural Education SIG Business Meeting.
51.072-12: Rural SIG: Roundtable 2.
53.080-12: Rural Education SIG: Roundtable 7.
54.076-2: Rural Education SIG: Paper Session.
63.039-16: Rural Education SIG: Roundtable 3.
66.040-14: Rural Education SIG: Roundtable 5.

SIG-Safe Schools and Communities
20.050-14: Safe Schools and Communities Roundtable 2.
37.050: Safe Schools and Communities SIG Business Meeting.
44.072: Safe Schools and Communities.
59.075-10: Safe Schools and Communities Roundtable 1.

SIG-School Choice
27.082-11: Why Do They Choose? Modeling School Choice in a Diverse Urban District.
43.084-14: School Choice Decision Making: Parent Resource Centers to Increase Parent Involvement.
47.054: School Choice SIG Business Meeting.
59.072: Vouchers: Different Programs, Different Perspectives.

SIG-School Community, Climate, and Culture
43.073: Creating a Culture to Promote Student Success.
44.073: School Climate, School Improvement, and Student Success.
53.070: Addressing the Challenges to Improving School Climate for Each Student.

60.040: School Community, Climate, and Culture SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-School Effectiveness and School Improvement
43.074: Longitudinal Educational Effectiveness Research: Current Applications and Critical Questions on Following Students Over Time.
47.055: School Effectiveness and School Improvement SIG Business Meeting.
59.073: School Effectiveness and School Improvement: Theory, Research, and Practice.

SIG-School Indicators, Profiles, and Accountability
42.066: Critical Elements of School Accountability.
60.041: School Indicators, Profiles, and Accountability SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-School Turnaround and Reform
27.073: Exploring School Turnaround: Defining the Concept, Examining the Research, and Achieving Success.
29.080-3: Early-College High Schools: Strategies for Reform and Impact.
37.051: School Turnaround and Reform SIG Business Meeting.
44.074: Impact, Implementation, and Characteristics of Bill and Melinda Gates-Funded Small High Schools in New York City.

SIG-School/University Collaborative Research
33.079-6: Inquiry Into School-University Partnerships.
37.052: School/University Collaborative Research SIG Business Meeting.
53.071: School-University Collaboration: Domestic and International Perspectives.
57.066: Strategic Alliances to Improve Instruction and Learning: A Pre-K-20 Partnership in Jackson, Mississippi.

SIG-Science Teaching and Learning
28.078-3: Bilingual Science Education.
28.078-6: Curriculum, Instruction, and Outcomes.
28.078-10: Gender and Science Education.
28.078-14: Teachers and Students.
29.070: Culturally Responsive Pedagogy in the Science Classroom.
31.072: Design and Validation of Questionnaires and Observation Instruments for the Science Classroom.
43.075: International Research on Science Education.
44.080-12: Student Learning and Reasoning in Science.
44.080-13: Students and Communities.
45.071: Inquiry Science.
51.059: Recruitment, Induction, Renewal, Job Satisfaction, and Retention of Texas High School Science Teachers.
53.080-7: Nature of Science.
53.080-9: Perceptions of Science.
53.080-10: Qualitative Studies of Reform in Science Education.
53.080-16: Topics in Advanced Higher-Education Science.
54.076-3: Science Education Reform.
57.067: Science Teacher Professional Development.
59.076-1: Argumentation and Discourse in Science Classrooms.
59.076-2: Assessment and Evaluation in Science Education.
59.076-3: Beginning Science Teachers.
59.076-6: Preservice Science Teacher Education.
59.076-8: Science Teaching and Learning in Higher Education.
60.042: Science Teaching and Learning SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Second Language Research
20.051-6: SLR-SIG Roundtable 2: Issues in Teacher Education.
28.069: Understanding the Dynamics of the ELL Student Population and Their Academic Achievement Using NAEP Data.
31.073: Examining Multilingual Literacy Practice and Development Across Time and Space.
42.067: Creating Contexts for Teaching and Learning Academic Language and Content Knowledge.
43.082-6: SLR-SIG Roundtable 1: Academic Literacies and Identity.
47.056: Second Language Research SIG Business Meeting.
51.060: Teaching and Researching for Peace in the Palestinian-Israeli Context.
51.070-7: Language, Culture, Identity, and Power in the Global Contexts.

SIG-Self-Study of Teacher Education Practices
16.045: Self-Study in Student Teacher Supervision.
19.057-2: Communities of Self-Study Learners Developing as Catalysts for Change.
42.068: Conceptualizing Social Justice Teacher Education as the Promotion of Lifelong Learning: The Role of Self-Study.
44.075: Complex Pedagogies of Self-Researchers in a Changing World.
47.057: Self-Study of Teacher Education Practices SIG Business Meeting. There’s No Meeting Like the Self-Study Business Meeting.

SIG-Semiotics in Education
33.069: Signs of Learning: Semiotics in Education.
60.043: Semiotics in Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Service-Learning & Experiential Education
28.077-1: Analyzing Service Learning and Experiential Education.
29.081-10: Service Learning and Experiential Education.
37.053: Service Learning and Experiential Education SIG Business Meeting. Dialogue About Service Learning and Experiential Education.
42.069: Multiple Impacts of Service Learning.
45.079-6: Perspectives on Service Learning and Experiential Education.
51.062: Service Learning, School, and Teachers.

SIG-Social and Emotional Learning
27.074: Assessment in Social Emotional Learning: Lessons Learned From Policy, Practice, and Research.
28.077-5: Educator Development of SEL Competencies.
42.070: Mindfulness-Based Activities in the Classroom: Promoting Social, Emotional, and Cognitive Development.
43.076: Measuring Implementation Fidelity in SEL Programming.
45.079-9: SEL Processes and Outcomes: Student Level.
51.071-7: SEL Processes and Outcomes: Teacher/Classroom Level.
53.072: Scaling Individualized SEL Interventions: What Can Technology Add?
57.068: Students’ Emotions as Predictors and Outcomes in Educational Research and Practice.

SIG-Society of Professors of Education
37.054: Society of Professors of Education SIG Business Meeting.
43.083-1: Contemporary Discourses in Curriculum and Instruction.

SIG-Sociology of Education
20.050-15: Situating Schools in the Lives of Youth.
27.075: School Inclusion and Exclusion in Early and Primary Education.
28.077-7: Institutions, Employers, and Higher Education.
33.071: Inequality Into and Through Higher Education.
37.055: Sociology of Education SIG Business Meeting and Reception.
44.079-9: School and Family Context in the Production of Educational Outcomes.
54.069: Social Processes and Pathways Through Education.
63.039-5: Effects and Experiences of Teachers.
66.040-18: Unanticipated Consequences of the Small Schools Movement I.
66.040-19: Unanticipated Consequences of the Small Schools Movement II.

SIG-Special Education Research
27.082-4: Investigating Instructional Methods.
29.071: Home, School, and Socioeconomic Status: Impact on Disability.
31.078-9: Family and School Connections.
33.072: Response to Intervention: Research, Policy and Practice.
42.071: Mathematics in Special Education.
43.078: Inclusion: Efficacy in Classrooms and Society.
45.072: Implications of Professional Development on Teacher Effectiveness.
47.058: Special Education Research SIG Business Meeting.
51.073-1: Administration Issues.
51.073-3: Emotional Disturbance and Behavioral Interventions.
53.074: Contemporary Issues in Special Education.
54.074-2: Administrative Issues in Special Education.
57.069: Reading and Written Language: New Approaches.
59.074: Preventing Early Mathematics Difficulties: Findings From Kindergarten Curriculum and Intervention Studies to Foster Number Competence.
63.039-11: Reading and Severe Cognitive Disabilities.
63.039-12: Response to Intervention.
65.040: Rethinking Disability: Identification Procedures.
66.039: Retooling Assessment and Evaluation Procedures.

SIG-Spirituality & Education
31.079-5: Roundtable Session: Spirituality and Education.
37.056: Spirituality and Education SIG Business Meeting. A Discussion With Laura Weaver From PassageWays.
42.072: Spirit, Art, Vocation, and the Child: Transnational and Transgenerational Explorations in Spiritual Dimensions of Knowing.
53.075: Spirituality and Education: Selected Papers.

SIG-State and Regional Educational Research Associations
27.076: State and Regional Educational Research Associations Distinguished Papers Session 1.
37.057: State and Regional Educational Research Associations SIG Business Meeting and Reception.
42.073: State and Regional Educational Research Associations Distinguished Papers Session 2.
45.073: Conversation Among State and Local Educational Research Associations.
51.063: State and Regional Educational Research Associations Distinguished Papers Session 3.

SIG-Stress and Coping in Education
20.048: International Perspectives on Teacher and Student Stress and Coping.
22.035: Stress and Coping in Education SIG Business Meeting.
44.079-10: Stress and Coping in Education Paper Discussions.

SIG-Structural Equation Modeling
29.073: Categorical Latent Variable Analysis, Mixture Modeling, and Multigroup Modeling in SEM.
33.078-3: Fit Index Research in Structural Equation Modeling.
42.078-18: Structural Equation Modeling: Future Methodological Directions.
47.059: Structural Equation Modeling SIG Business Meeting.
54.070: Longitudinal Data Analysis and Multilevel Modeling in SEM.
69.032: Nonlinear Models, Missing Data Estimation, and Composite Factors in SEM.

SIG-Studying and Self-Regulated Learning
27.077: Applications of Self-Regulatory Factors in Classroom Settings.
47.060: Studying and Self-Regulated Learning SIG Business Meeting and Invited Address.
54.075-6: Fostering Self-Regulatory Knowledge and Skills.
57.075-13: Self Regulated Learning and Study Strategies.
65.041: Teachers’ and Parents’ Roles in Fostering Self-Regulation.

SIG-Supervision and Instructional Leadership
33.078-4: Instructional Leadership as Development: Investigations of Innovations in the Field.
42.074: Supervision, Evaluation, and Data: Observations on Coherence, Convergence, and Meaning.
44.079-5: Instructional Leadership as Practice: Investigations of Innovations in the Field.
60.044: Supervision and Instructional Leadership SIG Business Meeting. Supervision for Today’s Schools: Reflections on the Past, Perspectives on the Future.

SIG-Survey Research in Education
51.072-4: Data Collection and Instrumentation Issues in Survey Research.
60.045: Survey Research in Education SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Systems Thinking in Education
42.075: Pennsylvania’s Systemic Approach to Educational Student Services for Academic and Life Success.
47.061: Systems Thinking in Education SIG Business Meeting and Think Tank.

SIG-Talent Development of Students Placed at Risk
37.058: Talent Development of Students Placed at Risk SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Teacher as Researcher
28.072: Transcending Standardization: Pre-K-12 Teachers Using Inquiry to Understand Classroom Tensions.
29.076: Developing Empowering Educational Experiences Through Teacher Research.
29.077: Studying Learning in the Context of Teaching: An Interactional Ethnographic Perspective as Resource.
37.059: Teacher as Researcher SIG Business Meeting and Reception. Highlighting the Research of Denver-Area Teachers.

SIG-Teacher’s Work/Teachers Unions
28.078-15: The Education Worker and Changes in Teaching as Work.
44.080-9: Promoting Professional Learning and Teachers’ Professional Development: Critical Perspectives.
51.065: Working in, and Against, the Neo-Liberal State: Global Perspectives on Teacher Union Research.
60.046: Teacher’s Work/Teachers Unions SIG Business Meeting. Developing a Social Movement Unionism: Views From Teacher Unions, Teachers, and Student Activists.

SIG-Teaching Educational Psychology
33.079-1: A Theory of Self.
45.081-1: (Almost) Reaching Alternative High School Students.
47.062: Teaching Educational Psychology SIG Business Meeting.
54.071: Communication and Community in Teaching Educational Psychology.
57.074-11: Teaching Educational Psychology: New Developments.

SIG-Teaching History
28.073: The Diverse Meanings of History: International Research on Multiple Constructions of Historical Understanding.
37.060: Teaching History SIG Business Meeting.
43.079: Making Sense of Students’ (Mis)Understandings of History.
44.079-2: Contextualizing, Reconceptualizing, and Teaching History.

SIG-Technology as an Agent of Change in Teaching and Learning
16.046: Teachers’ Technology Use: Beliefs, Practices, and Expertise.
19.055: Examining Learning and Literacies With New Media.
22.036: Technology as an Agent of Change in Teaching and Learning SIG Business Meeting.

27.078: Learning in Out of School Contexts: Opportunities for Research and Practice.
29.078: Teaching, Learning, and Assessment in Mixed-Reality Spaces.
33.073: Innovative Pathways to the Development of Teacher Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge: Empirical Accounts From Preservice and In-Service Teachers.
43.080: Technology Integration: National and International Perspectives.
44.076: Web 2.0: Research Issues, Results, and Future Directions.
45.074: Perspectives on TPACK.
51.073-10: Technology as an Agent of Change in Teaching and Learning Poster Session.
53.080-2: Developing Technology-Using Teachers.
53.080-14: Students’ Technology Use: Perceptions, Creations, and Relations.
59.076-5: Online and Virtual Learning.

SIG-Technology, Instruction, Cognition & Learning
31.076: TICL 1: Hybrid Human-Computer Guided Learning and Instructional Systems.
33.074: TICL 2: Hybrid Human Computer Guided Learning and Instruction (cont.) and Chairman’s Address on the Past, Present, and Future of TICL.
37.061: Technology, Instruction, Cognition, and Learning (TICL 3) SIG Business Meeting. Chairman’s Farewell, New Officers, and Buffet Reception.
42.076: TICL 4: Hybrid Learning Environments: Instructional Design Considerations.
45.075: TICL 5: Research and Training of Expertise and Expert Performance.

SIG-Test Validity Research and Evaluation
45.076: A Multilevel View of Test Validity.
51.067: Topics in Test Validity Research and Evaluation.

SIG-Tracking and Detracking
28.074: Detracking’s Impact: A View From Research and Practice.
55.010: Off-Site Visit to De-Tracking East High School in Denver.
60.047: Tracking and Detracking SIG Business Meeting. Opening the Gates: Detracking and the International Baccalaureate.
SIG-Urban Learning, Teaching, and Research
29.081-5: Current Issues in Urban Learning, Teaching, and Research.
37.062: Urban Learning, Teaching, and Research SIG Business Meeting.
43.082-7: Teaching and Leading in Urban Schools.
45.077: Complex Issues in Preparing Teachers for Success in Urban Classrooms.
54.073: Research on Urban Teacher Learning: The Role of Contextual Factors Across the Professional Continuum.
57.071: Complexities, Concerns, and Considerations in Fostering Parent Involvement and Family Literacy.
65.042: Where the Rubber Meets the Road: Operationalizing Culturally Responsive Teacher Education.
66.024: Race and Activism in Urban Schools.

SIG-Vocabulary
31.077: Which Kinds of Vocabulary Knowledge Offer the Most Leverage for Understanding and Producing Academic Texts?
37.063: Vocabulary SIG Business Meeting.

SIG-Workplace Learning
16.047: An International View of Workplace Learning Over 20 Years: Where Has It Been? Where Is It Going?
22.037: Workplace Learning SIG Business Meeting.
27.079: Agency and Structure in Workplace Learning: Competing or Related Influences on Learning.
29.079-8: Roundtable 1.
31.079-4: Roundtable 2.
44.079-8: Roundtable 3.
53.077: Professional/Vocational Expertise: Contextual Change and the Ensuing Challenges.
54.075-8: Roundtable 5.
57.073-6: Roundtable 4.
57.073-7: Roundtable 6.
63.039-15: Roundtable 7.

SIG-Writing and Literacies
20.049: A National Study of Writing Across the Curriculum in Middle and High Schools.
20.050-19: When Writing Begins: Facilitating the Composition Process With Adolescents and Young Adults.
20.050-20: Writing Community and Connection: Using Poetry, Journalism, and Blogging to Facilitate Student Learning.
29.081-12: Writing and Literacies in and out of School.
33.075: Toward a Relational Turn in Literacies Research and Practice.
37.064: Writing and Literacies SIG Business Meeting.
42.077-7: Diverse Perspectives on Graduate Students’ Writing and Literacies.
42.077-20: Traversing Geographic, Pedagogical, and Cultural Borders Through Multimodality and Metaphor.
44.077: Past, Present, Future: Exploring Writing in Professional Development, Pedagogical Practice, and Historical Relief.
45.078: Multiliteracies as Composition, Participation, and Performance Across Contexts.
53.078: Dimensions of Context in Digital Storytelling and Youth Radio.
57.072-4: Concepts, Contexts, and Practices: An Exploration of Writing Assessments and Approaches to Writing.

Tributes
29.020. Honoring the Scholarship of Lenoar “Len” Foster.
Chair: Linda C. Tillman, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
45.015. Celebrating the Life and Work of Seymour Sarason.
Chair: Ann Lieberman, Stanford University
59.012. Memorial Session Honoring Jere Brophy. Chair: Janet E. Alleman, Michigan State University

Welcome Undergraduates!
AERA Undergraduate Student Education Research Training Workshop
The AERA Undergraduate Student Education Research Training Workshop is designed to develop the talent pool of undergraduate students who plan to pursue doctorate degrees in education research or in disciplines and fields that examine education issues. Over 20 undergraduates with the potential and interest in pursuing careers as faculty members or education researchers were competitively selected to participate in this workshop.
This workshop gives undergraduates an overview of how education research is designed across disciplines, how quantitative and qualitative research methods are used in studies, and how research is applied to education policy and practice. The workshop includes substantive sessions on education research and professional development exploring graduate education, applying to graduate school, and beginning a career in education research. Fellows are paired with both a graduate student and a faculty member who serve as program mentors. Fellows also attend select paper sessions and presentations during the Annual Meeting.

Friday, April 30–Sunday, May 2, 2010
Co-Directors:
George L. Wimberly, AERA
Linda Cook, ETS

AERA Welcomes High School Student-Researchers
42.011. High School Students as Researchers of the Social Ecologies of Their Lives
Sunday, May 2 - 10:35 a.m. - 12:05 p.m.
Colorado Convention Center / Room 501-504
This Presidential session represents an innovative step for an AERA Annual Meeting. Approximately 40 high school student-researchers, along with education researchers who are their mentors, will present their research in a structured poster session format. David O. Stovall, of the University of Illinois - Chicago, chairs the session. Mentors include Ernest D. Morrell, University of California - Los Angeles; Bel M. R. Duncan-Andrade, San Francisco State University; Nichole D. Pinkard and Aklili Lee, DePaul University; Augustine Francis Romero, Tucson Unified School District; and Laurence A. Tan, 122nd Street Elementary School, Los Angeles. The students come from public schools in Arizona, California, and Illinois.